In the two Bush speeches from which I have quoted, and in many other similar speeches, Bush was articulating what many powerful American voices throughout the 1980s had sought to make the dominant meaning of the war: 'the Vietnam War as a noble cause betrayed -an American tragedy'. For example, in the 1980 presidential campaign Ronald Reagan declared, in an attempt to put an end to the Vietnam Syndrome, 'It is time we recognized that ours was, in truth, a noble cause.' 9 Moreover, Reagan insisted, 'Let us tell those who fought in that war that we will never again ask young men to fight and possibly die in a war our government is afraid to let us win.' 10 In 1982 (almost a decade after the last US combat troops left Vietnam), the Vietnam Veterans' memorial was unveiled in Washington. Reagan observed that Americans were 'beginning to appreciate that [the Vietnam War] was a just cause'. 11 In 1984 (eleven years after the last US combat troops left Vietnam) the Unknown Vietnam Soldier was buried; at the ceremony President Reagan claimed, 'An American hero has returned home . . . He accepted his mission and did his duty. And his honest patriotism overwhelms us.' 12 In 1985 New York staged the first of the 'Welcome Home' parades for Vietnam veterans. In this powerful mix of political rhetoric and national events, there is a clear attempt to put in place a new 'consensus' about the meaning of America's war in Vietnam. It begins in 1980 in Reagan's successful presidential campaign and ends in 1991 with the triumphalism of Bush after victory in the Gulf War.
The political and historical revisionism of the 1980s produced a mythology about why the US had been defeated in Vietnam. Moreover, it was a mythology that had more to do with preparing for the future than it ever had to do with explaining the past. As Reagan had stated, in his 1980 presidential campaign, '[The United States has] an inescapable duty to act as tutor and protector of the free world . . . [To fulfil this duty] we must first rid ourselves of the Vietnam Syndrome'. 13 In this sense, 1980s revisionism was an enabling discourse; its aim was to enable the US to once again take up the role of 'tutor and protector of the Free World'. To achieve these aims, Bush (and Reagan before him) had to both acknowledge and limit the meaning of Vietnam. In this task of mixing memory and desire, Bush (and Reagan before him) received significant support (I will argue) from Hollywood's Vietnam. Films Although I reject Foucault's rather crude notion that films can 'reprogramme . . . popular memory', I do like the idea that memory is one of the sites where culture and power may become entangled. To explore the relations between memory, culture and power, I will build my analysis on an 'appropriation' of the work of French sociologist Maurice Halbwachs. 18 In particular, I will deploy his concept of 'the collective memory'.
Memories are made of this
Halbwachs makes four overlapping claims about what he calls 'collective memory'. First, memory is as much collective as individual. Halbwachs explains this in two ways. Firstly, like Sigmund Freud, 19 Halbwachs recognised that memories are often fragmented and incomplete. But whereas Freud searched for completion in the unconscious, Halbwachs argued that completion should be sought in the social world outside the individual. In other words, what is provisional in our own memories is confirmed by the memories of others. As he explains, We appeal to witnesses to corroborate or invalidate as well as supplement what we somehow know already about an event . . . . Our confidence in the accuracy of our [memory] . . . increases . . . if it can be supported by others' remembrances . . . Don't we believe that we relive the past more fully because we no longer represent it alone . . . but through the eyes of another as well? 20 This is not to deny that individuals have memories, which are their own, but to point to the ways in which individual memories and collective memories intermingle. As he explains, 'the individual memory, in order to corroborate and make precise and even to cover the gaps in its remembrances, relies upon, relocates itself within, momentarily merges with, the collective memory'. 21 Think of what happens when a photograph album is produced at a family gathering. As the photographs are passed around, particular photographs cue memories for one family member, which are then either supported, elaborated or challenged by other members of the family. The discussions which ensue seek collectively to fix specific memories to particular photographs. In this way, family histories are rehearsed, elaborated and (temporarily) 'fixed'.
Memory is also collective in another way. We often remember with others what we did not ourselves experience firsthand. Halbwachs explains it like this, During my life, my national society has been a theater for a number of events that I say I 'remember', events that I know about only from newspapers or the testimony of those directly involved . . . In recalling them, I must rely entirely upon the memory of others, a memory that comes, not as corroborator or completer of my own, but as the very source of what I wish to repeat. I often know such events no better nor in any other manner than I know historical events that occurred before I was born. I carry a baggage load of historical remembrances that I can increase through conversation and reading. 22 In an argument similar to Halbwachs', Alison Landsberg has coined the term 'prosthetic memory' to describe the ways in which mass media (especially cinema) enable people to experience as memories what they did not themselves live. As she explains, Because the mass media fundamentally alter our notion of what counts as experience, they might be a privileged arena for the production and circulation of prosthetic memories. The cinema, in particular, as an institution which makes available images for mass consumption, has long been aware of its ability to generate experiences and to install memories of them -memories which become experiences that film consumers both possess and feel possessed by. 23 Moreover, she claims that 'What individuals see might affect them so significantly that the images actually become part of their own personal archive of experience'. 24 Halbwachs' second claim about memory is to point to how remembering is not a process in which we resurrect a 'pure' past; memories are not veridical reports of past events; remembering is always an act of reconstruction and representation. In a study of eyewitness testimony, Elisabeth Loftus 25 shows how a person's memory for an event that they had witnessed can be influenced and altered. Loftus argues that if witnesses are exposed to additional information during the period between witnessing an event and recounting the event, the 'post-event information' can have the effect of modifying, changing or supplementing the original memory. This results from a process social psychologists call 'destructive updating', 26 in which what was originally remembered is displaced, transformed and sometimes lost. What is true of eyewitness testimony is also true of memory in everyday life. What we remember does not stay the same; memories are forgotten, revised, reorganised, updated, as they undergo rehearsal, interpretation and retelling. Moreover, the more important the event remembered, the more it is vulnerable to reconstruction, as it will be more frequently rehearsed, interpreted and retold.
Halbwachs' third point is to argue that remembering is always present-situated; memories do not take us into 'the past', rather they bring 'the past' into the present; remembering involves what psychologist Frederic Bartlett calls an 'effort after meaning'. 27 In other words, remembering is about making meaning in the present and in response to the present. That is, in order for our memories to remain meaningful to us, they have to make sense in the context of the present. As Bartlett explains, memories 'live with our interests and with them they change'. 28 Put simply, our memories change as we change. As Halbwachs explains, 'a remembrance is in very large measure a reconstruction of the past achieved with data borrowed from the present'. 29 To study memory, therefore, is not to study the past, but the past as it exists in the present (a past-present dialectic).
Moreover, it is the play of the past in the present which makes memory, and appeals to memory, always potentially political.
Halbwachs' final point is that collective memory is embodied in mnemonic artefacts, forms of commemoration such as shrines, statues, war memorials and so on -what French historian Pierre Nora calls 'sites of memory'. 30 I think we can add to Halbwachs' list of mnemonic artefacts what I will call the 'memory industries', that part of the culture industries concerned with articulating the past. Heritage sites and museums are obvious examples, but we should also include the mass media (including cinema). The memory industries, like the culture industries of which they form a part, produce representations ('cultural memorials'), with which we are invited to think, feel and recognise the past. But these representations do not embody memory as such, they embody the materials for memory; they provide the materials from which 'collective memory' can be made. The process is not of course monolithic or uncontested; there is always in circulation and potential contestation both dominant and subordinate memories and traditions and mythologies. It is my claim, however, that Hollywood in the 1980s produced compelling materials out of which could be made memories of the Vietnam War. As Marita Sturken observes, survivors of traumatic historical events often relate that as time goes by, they have difficulty distinguishing their personal memories from those of popular culture. For many World War II veterans, Hollywood's World War II movies have subsumed their individual memories into a general script. 31 Again, as Sturken notes (more specifically related to my argument), 'Some Vietnam veterans say they have forgotten where some of their memories came from -their own experiences, documentary photographs, or Hollywood movies?' 32 For example, Vietnam veteran William Adams makes this telling point, When Platoon was first released, a number of people asked me, 'Was the war really like that?' I never found an answer, in part because, no matter how graphic and realistic, a movie is after all a movie, and war is only like itself. But I also failed to find an answer because what 'really' happened is now so thoroughly mixed up in my mind with what has been said about what happened that the pure experience is no longer there. This is odd, even painful, in some ways. But it is also testimony to the way our memories work. The Vietnam War is no longer a definite event so much as it is a collective and mobile script in which we continue to scrawl, erase, rewrite our conflicting and changing view of ourselves. 34 This has never been represented. One can of course respond by pointing out that these are war films, and therefore the anti-war movement is peripheral to their narrative project. To a certain extent this is of course true. But can the same argument be used to exclude representations of the opposition to the war which existed within the American armed forces? Between 1966 and 1973, 503,926 members of the US armed forces engaged in what the US Defense Department described as 'incidents of desertion'. 35 The extent of the problem is made clear by the fact that 28,661 deserters were still at large in 1974. 36 By 1970, according to Pentagon sources, there were 209 verified 'fraggings' (killing of officers by their own men) in Vietnam. Michael Klein suggests that 'the death toll from fragging by soldiers disaffected with the war may be as high as 5 per cent of the total loss of life in combat sustained by the US armed forces during the war'. 37 There is also the known instances of mutinies. Perhaps the most famous example is the mutiny of marines at Da Nang in 1968. Finally, to counter the optimism and propaganda of the very official newspaper Stars and Stripes, it has been estimated that something like 144 alternative newspapers were in circulation on American bases in Vietnam. 38 Hollywood also 'forgets' the details of the gender and ethnicity of those Americans who fought in Vietnam. Between 1965 and 1972, the US sent between ten and fifteen thousand 39 women to the war in Vietnam; 75 per cent of whom were exposed to combat and hostile fire. Watching only Hollywood representations of the war, one would get no sense of this at all. African-Americans have suffered a similar exclusion. As Wallace Terry points out, black soldiers were dying at a greater rate, proportionately, than American soldiers of other races. In the early years of the fighting, blacks made up 23% of the fatalities . . . [In 1969] [b]lack combat fatalities had dropped to 14%, still proportionately higher than the 11% which blacks represented in the American population. 40 Similarly, once drafted and in Vietnam, the likelihood of seeing heavy combat makes interesting reading when related to ethnicity: white Americans 29 per cent, African-Americans 34 per cent, HispanicAmericans 41 per cent. 41 Again, relying only on Hollywood representations of Vietnam, one would get no sense of the extent to which African-American and Hispanic-American soldiers were fighting and dying in the war.
Hollywood also 'forgets' the extent of US firepower deployed in Vietnam. Put simply, the US deployed in Vietnam the most intensive firepower the world had ever witnessed. Hollywood narratives do not feature the deliberate defoliation of large areas of Vietnam, the napalm strikes, the search-and-destroy missions, the use of Free Fire Zones, the mass bombing. For example, during the 'Christmas bombing' campaign of 1972, the US 'dropped more tonnage of bombs on Hanoi and Haiphong than Germany dropped on Great Britain from 1940 to 1945'. 42 In total, the US dropped three times the number of bombs on Vietnam as had been dropped anywhere during the whole of the World War Two. 43 In a memorandum to President Johnson in 1967, Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara wrote '[the] picture of the world's greatest superpower killing or seriously injuring 1,000 noncombatants a week [his estimate of the human cost of the US bombing campaign], while trying to pound a tiny backward nation into submission on an issue whose merits are hotly disputed, is not pretty'. 44 The bombing only intensified as the war continued for another six years. Daniel Ellsberg, who worked for McNamara, was equally damning about US involvement in Vietnam. He described America's war in Vietnam as a 'crime . . . a brutal fraud, a lawless imperial adventure'. 45 The destructive power and the perverse logic of the war is captured perfectly by a US officer's comment on the destruction of Ben Tre: 'It was necessary to destroy the town in order to save it.' 46 The documented American atrocities (My Lai being the most reported example) committed during the course of the war tend to be presented (when presented at all) as isolated moments of understandable madness or as individual acts of sadism, and never as the inevitable result of the logic of America's prosecution of the war.
Hollywood also 'forgets' the human costs of the war. If our knowledge of the war was derived solely from Hollywood's Vietnam, we would be forgiven for thinking that America suffered an enormous number of both casualties and fatalities in Vietnam. 58, 191 dead is the figure recorded on the Vietnam Veterans' Memorial ('The Wall'). Without wishing to diminish the suffering that this number represents, it has to be placed in the context of a figure of at least two million Vietnamese dead.
Remembering Vietnam
I want now to examine the other side of memory. That is, what Hollywood 'remembers' about America's war in Vietnam. To see Hollywood's power as not (or not only) about forgetting but also as about remembering differently, I take as my guide Foucault's work on 'power'. 47 From the perspective of a Foucauldian reading of Hollywood's Vietnam, it does not really matter whether Hollywood's representations are 'true' or 'false' (historically accurate or not), what matters is the 'regime of truth' they put into circulation. From this perspective, Hollywood's power is not a negative force, something which denies, represses, negates. On the contrary, Hollywood's power is productive. Foucault's general point about power is also true with regard to Hollywood's power: 'We must cease once and for all to describe the effects of power in negative terms: it "excludes", it "represses", it "censors", it "abstracts", it "masks", it "conceals". In fact, power produces; it produces reality; it produces domains of objects and rituals of truth.' 48 I want now to briefly describe three narrative paradigms, or 'rituals of truth', that feature strongly in Hollywood's Vietnam in the 1980s. I have chosen these particular 'rituals of truth' because of the way they inform and underpin the comments made by Bush in the political and military build up to the war in the Gulf. what is lost are symptomatic of a displacement of a greater loss: the displacement of that which can barely be named, America's defeat in Vietnam. The use of American POWs is undoubtedly the most ideologically charged of these displacement strategies. It seems to offer the possibility of three powerful 'truth effects'. 50 First, to accept the myth that there are Americans still being held in Vietnam is to begin to retrospectively justify the original intervention. If the Vietnamese are so barbaric as to still hold prisoners decades after the conclusion of the conflict, then there is no need to feel guilty about the war, as they surely deserved the full force of American military intervention. Second, Jeffords identifies a process she calls the 'femininization of loss'. 51 That is, those blamed for America's defeat, whether they are unpatriotic protesters, an uncaring government, a weak and incompetent military command, or corrupt politicians, are always represented as stereotypically feminine: 'the stereotyped characteristics associated with the feminine in dominant U.S. culture -weakness, indecisiveness, dependence, emotion, nonviolence, negotiation, unpredictability, deception'. 52 Jeffords' argument is illustrated perfectly in the MIA cycle of films in which the 'feminine' negotiating stance of the politicians is played out against the 'masculine', no-nonsense approach of the returning veterans. The implication being that 'masculine' strength and singlemindedness would have won the war, whilst 'feminine' weakness and duplicity lost it. There can be little doubt that this aspect of Hollywood's discourse provides support for Bush's claims about the lessons to be learned from America's war in Vietnam. Third, perhaps most important of all is how these films turned what was thought to be lost into something which was only missing. Defeat is displaced by the 'victory' of finding and recovering American POWs. Puzzled by the unexpected success of Uncommon Valor in 1983, the New York Times sent a journalist to interview the film's 'audience'. One moviegoer was quite clear why the film was such a box-office success: 'We get to win the Vietnam War'.
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The second narrative paradigm is what I will call 'the inverted firepower syndrome'. This is a narrative device in which the US's massive techno-military advantage (as discussed earlier) is inverted. Instead of scenes of the massive destructive power of American military force, we are shown countless narratives of individual Americans fighting the numberless (and often invisible) forces of the North Vietnamese Army and/or the sinister and shadowy men and women of the National Liberation Front ('Viet Cong'). Missing In Action I, II and III, Rambo: First Blood Part II and Platoon all contain scenes of lone Americans struggling against overwhelming odds. John Rambo, armed only with a bow and arrow, is perhaps the most notorious example. Platoon, however, takes this narrative strategy onto another plane altogether. In a key scene, 'good' Sergeant Elias is pursued by countless North Vietnamese soldiers. He is shot continually until he falls to his knees, spreading his arms out in a Christ-like gesture of agony and betrayal. The camera pans slowly to emphasise the pathos of his death throes. In Britain the film was promoted with a poster showing Elias in the full pain of his 'crucifixion'. 54 Above the image is written the legend: 'The First Casualty of War is Innocence'. Loss of innocence is presented as both a realisation of the realities of modern warfare and as a result of America playing fair against a brutal and ruthless enemy. The ideological implication is clear: if America lost by playing the good guy, it is 'obvious' that it will be necessary in all future conflicts to play the tough guy in order to win. Such a narrative of course gives credence to Bush's Gulf War boast that this time America would not fight 'with one hand tied behind [its] back'.
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The third narrative paradigm is 'the Americanisation of the war'. What I want to indicate by this term is the way in which the meaning of the Vietnam War has become in Hollywood's Vietnam (and elsewhere in US cultural production) an absolutely American phenomenon. This is an example of what we might call 'imperial narcissism', in which the US is centred and Vietnam and the Vietnamese exist only to provide a context for an American tragedy, whose ultimate brutality is the loss of American innocence. And like any good tragedy, it was doomed from the beginning to follow the dictates of fate. It was something which just happened. Hollywood's Vietnam exhibits what Linda Dittmar and Gene Michaud call a 'mystique of unintelligibility'. 56 Perhaps the most compelling example of the mystique of unintelligibility is the opening sequence in the American video version of Platoon. It begins with a few words of endorsement from the then chairman of the Chrysler Corporation. We see him moving through a clearing in a wood towards a jeep. He stops at the jeep, and resting against it, addresses the camera, This jeep is a museum piece, a relic of war. Normandy, Anzio, Guadalcanal, Korea, Vietnam. I hope we will never have to build another jeep for war. This film Platoon is a memorial not to war but to all the men and women who fought in a time and in a place nobody really understood, who knew only one thing: they were called and they went. It was the same from the first musket fired at Concord to the rice paddies of the Mekong Delta: they were called and they went. That in the truest sense is the spirit of America. The more we understand it, the more we honor those who kept it alive. 57 This is a discourse in which there is nothing to explain but American survival. Getting 'Back to the World' is everything it is about. It is an American tragedy and America and Americans are its only victims. The myth is expressed with numbing precision in Chris Taylor's (Charlie Sheen) narration at the end of Platoon. Taylor looks back from the deck of a rising helicopter on the dead and dying of the battlefield below. Samuel Barber's mournful and very beautiful Adagio for Strings seems to dictate the cadence and rhythm of his voice as he speaks these words of psycho-babble, I think now looking back, we did not fight the enemy, we fought ourselves. The enemy was in us. The war is over for me now, but it will always be there for the rest of my days. As I'm sure Elias will be, fighting with Barnes for what Rhah called "the possession of my soul".
Time magazine's review of the film echoes and elaborates this theme:
Welcome back to the war that, just 20 years ago, turned America schizophrenic. Suddenly we were a nation split between left and right, black and white, hip and square, mothers and fathers, parents and children. For a nation whose war history had read like a John Wayne war movie -where good guys finished first by being tough and playing fair -the polarisation was soul-souring. Americans were fighting themselves, and both sides lost. 58 Platoon's function in this scenario is to heal the schizophrenia of the American body politic. The film's rewriting of the war not only excludes the Vietnamese, it also rewrites the anti-war movement. Pro-war and anti-war politics are reenacted as different positions in a debate on how best to fight and win the war. One group, led by the 'good' Sergeant Elias (who listen to Jefferson Airplane's 'White Rabbit' and smoke marijuana), want to fight the war with honour and dignity, whilst the other, led by the 'bad' Sergeant Barnes (who listen to Merle Haggard's 'Okie from Muskogee' and drink beer), want to fight the war in any way which will win it. We are asked to believe that this was the essential conflict which tore America apart -the anti-war movement, dissolved into a conflict on how best to fight and win the war. 59 Platoon reduces the war to an American psychodrama. As Klein contends 'the war is decontextualized, mystified as a tragic mistake, an existential adventure, or a rite of passage through which the White American Hero discovers his identity'. Moreover, as Clark is at pains to stress, 'the memory of Vietnam has ceased to be a point of resistance to imperialist ambitions and is now invoked as a vivid warning to do it right next time'. 63 At the end of the Gulf War, Bush boasted, as if the war had been fought for no other reason than to overcome a traumatic memory, 'By God, we've kicked the Vietnam Syndrome once and for all.' 64 Echoing Bush's comments, the New York Times featured an article with the title, 'Is the Vietnam Syndrome Dead? Happily, It's Buried in the Gulf '. 65 Vietnam, the sign of American loss and division had been buried in the sands of the Persian Gulf. Kicking the Vietnam Syndrome (with the help of Hollywood's Vietnam) had supposedly liberated a nation from old ghosts and doubts; had made America once again strong, whole and ready for the next war.
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Epilogue: a note of caution I do not want to suggest that Hollywood's Vietnam was or is unproblematically consumed by its American audiences. My claim is only that Hollywood produced a particular regime of truth. Film (like any other cultural text or practice) has to be made to mean. To really discover the extent to which Hollywood's Vietnam has made its 'truth' tell requires a consideration of consumption. This will take us beyond a focus on the meaning of a text, to a focus on the meanings that can be made in the encounter between the discourses of the text and the discourses of the 'reader'. That is, it is not a question of verifying (with an 'audience') the real meaning of, say, Platoon. The focus on consumption (understood as 'production in use') is to explore the political effectivity (or otherwise) of, say, Platoon. If a cultural text is to become effective (politically or otherwise) it must be made to connect with people's lives -become part of 'lived cultures'. Formal analysis of Hollywood's Vietnam may point to how it has articulated the war as an American tragedy of bravery and betrayal; Bush's comments (and the comments of others) may provide us with clues to the circulation and effectivity of Hollywood's articulation of the war; but these factors, however compelling they may be in themselves, do not provide conclusive proof that Hollywood's account of the war has become hegemonic where it matters -in the lived practices of everyday life. 
